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Establish a toy shop and enlarge his father's toy autos. He wanted—but it had to be large enough to handle the mass season requests for his toys that were appreciated by parents whose little girls didn't know what size she really wanted. Now his hobby has developed into a full-time occupation, deriving his ideas from children's paintings and wooden tops as a hobby, something he stumbled across and found to be a talent. The small pines that stand beside the doors of Alpha Phi were trim and green, and White Ballet, written by Gertrude Schweitzer, was reprinted from the service.
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Dehner's Watercolor Exhibit Makes Students Art Conscious

by Gaye Solick

There is no doubt about it, the exhibition in the Library of Walt Dehner's paintings has helped to make Bowling Green students "art-conscious." Through the effective medium of watercolor, Mr. Dehner has attempted to bring to the students the warmth and strength of "our good neighbors to the South." We are given a vivid impression of the South's open spaces, and its bear-like feeling of home. In the Garden of Eden is presented in a quick-set, unpretentious way, the "Furnace of Fire." His "Designs for Libraries," which are being shown in the Library, come across as being very receptive to beauty. The artist takes us into the tropics with his "Spanish Mission" painting. Here he reveals his poetic, satirical streak, and presents us with a delightful mixture of the two worlds.

Witcomb

(Continued from p. 1)

With a hearty mine trap. This problem was the capturing of an art form which was accomplished with right-handers per cent accurately.

Several unusual events did occur during the course of the program. A storm had swept through as an Englishman and an American lady were being married. The new couple, each without giving away, exchanged vows the ceremony.

This six foot, seven inch man, aged sixty, approached the altar with grace and poise.

The wedding was truly traditional in character, Major E. W. Kitchingman was called to the altar, where his Father, a British subject, performed the marriage ceremony. The bride's father, held up a most beautiful bouquet of flowers as a symbol of the couple's union. A bride who had been with him through all his years of teaching and had been with him through the most difficult times in his life.

Mr. Dehner's Ohio works do not show his latest artistic endeavors. They are, however, worth mentioning. When he was twenty years old, he began to paint pictures. The "Mariners" which was presented at the exhibition is a typical example of his later works. "Kearns" was painted when he was twenty-one years old. In this picture, the artist does not even try to equal the masterpieces of other painters. Although "Winter Scene" was extraordinarily vivid, the artist is not afraid to show his true colors. He is not afraid to display his true emotions. He is not afraid to show his true feelings.
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Sport Scribbles from SMITH

Taking a look at the scoring record, we find that the Falcons have tallied a total of 640 points in ten games, an average of 64 per game. The average cons have tallied a total of 36.8 per game.

The Western Conference has returned to its pre-war standard, with teams that are able to compete with each other on a year-round basis. By practice, DePaul College administrators at home to the Western Conference, which is a conference of high schools, have decided to continue the schedule for the Falcon cagers during the coming Christmas vacation and the week following.

The opponents, some of the best teams in the country, are: Oregon Aeri Air Force in a return engagement, the University of Oregon, Long Island University, the University of Detroit, the University of Illinois, the University of Michigan, and Western Michigan.

The visiting Valparaiso team has been on their way here Sunday by way of Chicago, their trip from Valparaiso. Only the bus and was rushed to a hospital, it is later learned he would be unable to play.

The University College W. H. Green, Prop.

Here are the players:

212 So. Main St.
PHONE 12191

Football

FALCONS HAVE NO VACATION

Six games, three at home and three away, make up the schedule for the Falcon cagers during the coming Christmas vacation and the week following.

The opponents, some of the best teams in the country, are: Oregon Aeri Air Force in a return engagement, the University of Oregon, Long Island University, the University of Detroit, the University of Illinois, the University of Michigan, and Western Michigan.

Rumors have it that the visiting Valparaiso team has been on their way here Sunday by way of Chicago, their trip from Valparaiso. Only the bus and was rushed to a hospital, it is later learned he would be unable to play.
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College Prepares One For Life In Community OSU Dean Says

"Scholarship, leadership, and service are the goals toward which one should work while in college," Mrs. Elizabeth Conklin, dean of women at Ohio State University, told the 80 members who attended WWA's Leadership Dinner Friday.

"If you prepare yourself well in college you will be able to take your place as a leader in the community," she explained.

"And I think it's worthwhile if it teaches you how to get a living but not how to live."

The Leadership banquet, the fifth annual session of its type, was held in the Fratzer's Noon Guest room where student women who are campus leaders—presidents of organizations, editors of publications, WWA officers, and members of Cup and Gown—were honored guests. The event was sponsored by the College of Journalism, State University of Ohio. Guests included students who are campus leaders—presidents of organizations, editors of publications, WWA officers, and members of Cup and Gown. Guests included campus leaders, such as Vice President John E. Teeling of the Ohio State University, President of the Ohio State University; Mrs. A. E. Cooklin, and Mrs. Maude Zinman. Mrs. Conklin said that women have assumed greater responsibility for a greater part of the world of necessity, but that this experience will make them better leaders in time. "You have your place; and not all leaders," she added.

The College of Journalism has planned for women to become leaders in the world of necessity, but that this experience will make them better leaders in time. "You have your place; and not all leaders," she added.

"Women's Building Will Hold Christmas Party

The Women's Building Christmas party will be held tonight in the building. A holiday program has been planned and there will be a gift exchange. Following the WWA sports report, the new members will be initiated. Women who have completed one season of sports, including hockey, soccer, and basketball, are eligible for membership. Women who have completed one season of sports, including hockey, soccer, and basketball, are eligible for membership.

Beta Pi Theta Has Party

Beta Pi Theta, French honor group, held a Christmas party in the Nest, Dec. 12. Guests included women students of foreign language.
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